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Exhibition view of “Shape/Shifters” by Annette Cords, curated by Jill Conner at
Project:ARTspace, January — February 2020. Image courtesy of the author.

I was standing at my kitchen sink on Saturday morning when a

bright red color caught the corner of my eye. It was a sticker on

the bottle of dish soap that read, “ATTACKS” in capital letters. I

looked at it again because the term seemed like quite an aBront,

given the current context that has caused us to shelter-in-place.

“ATTACKS” remained on my mind throughout the day, even while

traveling to an in-person studio visit — the Grst in many months

— to see new tapestries by Annette Cords. Cords’ studio is in
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Greenpoint, Brooklyn and her textiles bear patterns that grow out

of graKti tags seen along the streets of New York. Like

“ATTACKS,” street writing has always caught the public’s

attention. People either love it, or hate it, even though it is the

centerpiece of the free museum.

However if I saw “ATTACKS” on an artwork, what would the

visual experience be? Most text art always falls Sat, because the

letters and the words are signs that are easily recognizable. The

forms do not share the same place in our mind that visual art

does. In fact text art is confusing because it causes the mind to see

a work of art from two diBerent locations at once: the pictorial

resides in the preconscious while the text appears directly in the

conscious.

What I like about Annette’s wall tapestries is that her

compositions dig deep into the style and gesture of street writing.

Each composition is densely layered with numerous threads that

reSect images and forms that oscillate between appearing highly

realistic and abstract. One is always left guessing about what the

artwork shows. The patterns and the lettering remain a mystery.

Text emerges from a sphere that issues commands and requests. It

is also the sphere of innate compulsion, the one that is naturally

full of short words and few letters. Text also presents itself daily as

brief, pointed thoughts that are then disseminated across social

media. Books and personal letter writing have no standing in this

scope of textual thinking.
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